
Charting A Course to the 

Future



• What succeeds the A-
CAM?

• What succeeds “Legacy 
support mechanisms?”

• Are revenues and margins 
from USF replaceable in 
current business lines ?

• What Is Your Specific Plan ?
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Regulatory

Technology

Consumer Behavior….

To survive, we must plan to prosper.

To prosper, we must chart a pragmatic and 

thoughtful path.

When you don’t 

know where you are 

going, any road will 

get you there.
Lewis Carrol



RLECS Are Working Hard And 

Progressing!

 Fundamental Issue – Are we progressing at a pace sufficient to address our 

two principals areas of systemic risk/overhang.

 Regulated Revenue Support Risk

 Consumer Relevance

Ongoing 
Commercial 
Relevance

Becoming Liberated 
from Support 

Evolving to be 
Relevant to the 

Customer



Becoming Liberated From Support 5

At Risk Revenues Per Line - JSI Peer Group - 2,500-4,000: 1,181$          

Assumed Lines: 3,500            

Annual Support Revenues: 4,133,500$   

Assumed EBITDA Margin: 35%

New Revenues Required to Replace Support Margin: 11,810,000$ 

25% 50% 75% 100%

2,461              4,923              7,384              9,846              

25% 50% 75% 100%

738                  1,477              2,215              2,954              

Desired Support Revenue Hedge

$90 ARPU

$300 ARPU

Desired Support Revenue Hedge



Relevance to the Customer

V
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Not that long ago, the summit of customer relevance 

was the triple play.

Increasingly, our three legged stool of relevance is being 

undermined by shifting customer prefrences.

This exaggerates the transformation required.

• We must address the prospect of Broadband 

Commoditization.

• We must carefully evaluate where we can inject 

ourselves to enrich our value proposition to both 

business and residential communities.



How Important is the Plan?

 Kodak / Fuji Film – A case study:

 In 2000, just before the digital transition, sales related to film accounted for 72% of Kodak 

revenue and 66% of its operating income against 60% and 66% for Fujifilm. – Pretty analogous to 

margin % driven by USF Support Revenues.

 In 2001 Revenues associated with Film sales peaked, in 2010, the film market dropped to less 

than 10% of that level.  If we move to a reverse auction format in the next 10 year period, will our 

margins from this source be similarly impacted?

 In 2004, Fuji came up with a six-year plan called VISION 75 in reference to the 75th anniversary of 

the group. The stated goal “saving Fujifilm from disaster and ensuring its viability as a leading 

company with sales of 2 or 3 trillion yen a year.”

 Took inventory of its capabilities, products and patents, diversified using acquisitions to 

complement pivot that exploited existing capabilities, eliminated capacity and downsized 

businesses that were trending down.

http://www.annualreports.com/HostedData/AnnualReportArchive/e/NASDAQ_KODK_2002.pdf


How Important is the Plan?

 Kodak’s strategy less urgent and holistic – moving into digital 

camera space which became increasingly commoditized.  

 Kodak – Filed for bankruptcy in 2012 – (34 million in operating 

income year before and a loss of 349 million loss in digital camera 

sales).

 Contrasting – Fuji Film consistently posts annual profits between $1.5 

and $1.8 Billion.



Create Your Own Vision Statement 

– A 2025 Initiative.

 Forecasting results is a worthy endeavor, but it is not sufficient.

 Replacing USF margin, while reshaping your company’s product 

position requires companies to:

 Define a long-term vision

 Replace 50% of regulated support revenue over the next 6 years, and 100% 

over the next 10.

 Be the number 1 provider of Technology solutions and IT based services  in 

every market we operate in. 

 Deliver a world class, objectively verifiable customer experience.

 Render that vision manifest in a chronologically sequenced plan.



Reverse Engineer Your Vision

 Replacing existing support revenue, while fundamentally evolving the 
organization requires bold and committed action across a range of 
operating disciplines.

 The type of bold action required, and cadence of progress demanded. 
require that the exercise take on more than just a forecasting check 
box commitment.

 Exercise requires full organizational commitment, along with Board 
awareness and participation.

 Doubling, quadrupling the size of the company requires a DNA level of 
commitment, and constant focus on execution.



Time

Identifying the Options, Then 

Defining the Path

Capabilities

Opportunities

What are the service and market 

opportunities that are most promising?

Margin

Size / Scale

What capabilities are required to 

capture opportunities present?

Capital

Staffing level and acumen

Systems

What is my window of time?

Income diversification goal

Perceived window of opportunity.



Precisely Defining Your Desired Financial 

and Strategic End Game – Your 2025 

North Star.

Time

Capabilities

Opportunities

Integrated Solutions 
Provider – Business & 

Residential

Go To Provider 
For Select 
Services -
Business

Pipe 
Provider

Defining your desired 

strategic and financial 

end-state is fundamental.

Capital and staff cycles 

are very finite.  Defining 

your vision in precise terms 

– will create clarity at the 

Board and among staff.

Precisly knowing where 

the goal posts are is 

fundamental.Do your capabilities define your 

opportunities, or do market opportunities 

define the capabilities you must 

assemble?



Clarity of Strategic Vision  Will Enable 

Clear Tactical Path

 What markets have sufficient potential to deliver the kind of margin lift desired/identified?

 What product capabilities / competitive position will enable success in the market, and a 
foothold to drive the desired service position / corporate persona

 How will I acquire the defined products and/or service position?  

 What levels of expertise will be required to support the defined product/service direction

 How will I orchestrate the organizational changes necessary to evolve the company to 
enable realization of the goals inherent in my 2025 vision?

 Do I have access to sufficient capital to drive realization of the vision.

 What avenues are available to supplement capital sources or income statement 
diversification opportunities.

 Operational optimization

 Partnerships

 Grants, Loans



Driving Symbiosis Between Internal 

Optimization and New Growth

Internal 
Optimization External 

Augmentation

If you have “operational 

noise” today – staffing, 

systems, communication 

/coordination issues, they 

will be amplified when 

the heat is turned up.

Financial optimization 

should be pursued –

diversification requires 

capital

Access to capital 

proportional to prevailing 

cash flow.

External growth 

opportunities often 

represents the carrot that 

pulls your good people 

forward and gets them 

excited and focused on 

internal optimization.

External facing growth can 

add scale that justifies 

investment in staff, and 

capabilities that profit the 

organization as a whole.

Thoughtfulness of Plan will Define if these two 

areas complement or compete with each other.



Assessing / Assembling Your 

Weaponry

Time

Capabilities

Opportunities

Based on Financial 

North Star…..

What are your chief organizational challenges, 

and how are you solving them?

• Talent Acquisition / Skillset Augmentation?

• Longer-Term Employees with “set in their ways” 

culture?

• Compensation?

Do you have the horses to pull the wagon?

• Is your CFO a CFO or a good accountant?

• Is your CTO a product / solution enabler or a solid 

technician?

• Do you have a Chief Customer Experience Officer or 

a Director of Customer Support who’s good at 

talking with customers?



Succession Planning Does Not Equal 

Re-Filling Existing Roles/Acumen

 Rapidly Changing Technology and Evolving Consumer Preferences 

= The Need to Quickly Evolve.

 This reality in turn requires capabilities we, as an industry, have been light 

on.

 Creating and Efficiently Evolving Product and Service Capabilities, and 

proactively enhancing the customer experience.

 Breeding Awareness of such products and creating a sales / growth driven 

culture.

 These are skillsets that must be embraced as key organizational 

needs, with a priority placed on their acquisition and integration.



Assessing / Assembling Your 

Weaponry

Time

Capabilities

Opportunities

Based on Financial 

North Star…..

Do you have sufficient capital capabilities to underwrite the 

desired / identified level of diversification?

• Do you have a forecasting model in place that forecasts 

required capital indexed to your desired mid-term 

financial end-point?

• Is there a perceived upper level of leverage imposed by 

your board that is less than what the business would 

otherwise support?

• Are you positioned well to socialize financial needs with 

capital sources?

• Is capital capacity an issue?

• How are companies addressing capitalization?

• What preparatory steps are companies taking to stage 

for the emerging ReConnect Grant/Loan Funds?



Debt Isn’t Bad – Not Progressing / 

Evolving With Sufficient Speed Is….

 While not universal, there is a general hesitation surrounding capitalizing 

competitive ventures.

 Debt capital can be a very efficient means by which to drive an 

accelerated level of diversification, and could be the only means by which 

to pursue certain opportunities such as a larger acquisition.

 Having a clear definition of what success looks like, supported by in place 
analytical tools and a protocol to critique them, creates a framework to 

manage risk, and sharpens the saw organizationally to become increasingly 

financially astute and grounded.



Financial Modeling Needs

 Create a model that can provide a vision of financial performance 

of the company through 2025

 Include all lines of business to get a total company view. 

 Easy to use, update, and manipulate 

 Run what if scenarios

 Provide key operating metrics through 2025 and how to use those 

results to improve financial performance



Enterprise Forecasting

 Viewing results from the total Enterprise is important because 
that is how outside stakeholders – shareholders, lenders, 

potential partners – determine value

 Measuring the performance of the individual parts is also 

important so as to determine the success or lack of success of 

the lines of business and to determine where resources are 

best deployed
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Assessing / Assembling Your 

Weaponry

Time

Capabilities

Opportunities

Based on Financial 

North Star…..

Does your desired operational position require 

you to procure and operate platforms, or secure 

access to products to package and deliver to 

customers?

Does limited scale impact your ability to secure 

and integrate diverse products into an 

integrated whole?

What kind of dashboards/operating data are 

you pulling today from what sources to help 

operate your system

• What insight do they provide?

• How have they helped optimize your 

financial and operational performance?

• What is the protocol for sharing and reviewing 

the information?



Assessing / Assembling Your 

Weaponry

Time

Capabilities

Opportunities

Based on Financial 

North Star…..

What are the windows of opportunity associated with:

Identified Product Opportunities

Markets

Partnerships

Have you boiled your strategic plan, and associated 

elements into a chronologically based timetable –

and set of Capital / Operating budgets and 

associated capitalization plan – a true 2025 Plan?

Does this sequenced plan fully integrate desired 

end-states for:

• Level of Desired Income Diversification by Year

• Product Position and Market Expansion Targets

• Technology Platform Milestones

• Staffing, Compensation

• Bylaws

Capital Structure



Assessing / Assembling Your 

Weaponry

Time

Capabilities

Opportunities

Based on Financial 

North Star…..

Assessing your cadence

– Do You have the diagnostic tools necessary to 

quickly understand the elements driving your 

business

• Customer Support – Net Promotor Score, churn.

• Tech’s number of installs per day, fully loaded 

labor rate, allocation of truck rolls across business 

lines.

• Financial ARPU by product, EBITDA by product net 

growth to target.

• Average Investment Per Acquired Subscriber

• Continually examine your relevant KPI’s and 

recast Forecast based on observed values to 

assess compliance with Budget.



Conclusions…

 RLECS are succeeding, and evolving, question we must all answer is are we doing so 
as comprehensively, and as quickly, as our systemic realities dictate is necessary.

 Don’t  be Kodak!

 Quantify your exposure,

 Define your desired 2025 margin hedge & your desired 2025 strategic 
position/persona

 Take time to break down that vision into tactical predicates – Market, Products, 
Staff, OSS/BSS, Capital etc. – define desired end-states for each.

 Chronologically prioritize initiatives and integrate into a formal strategic plan and 
forecasting model.

 Identify core KPI’s and protocols to share, review, and act on same.
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